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~odalming 14th July 1964 

Dear :iennett, 

Thank you for your letter & later 
card. Indeed we intend to put in the cretulae. I have never 
understood the neglect that has always been accorded them as 
t'1ey aL·e presumably one's safest source of xr:iig_a:N words as 
opposed to proper names. 

I wrote to Platon to try to deduce 
him into publishing with us or at least Pl.JBLIS il G .R.c then 
having a second shot with us. no good as yet though. He 
says he vrants to wait till he has found some more tablets. 
A ver., rsrea t pity as it will t1lrow all our vocabularies etc. 
out. ve will have a further shot. If you can help I shall 
give you a most powerful and triple papal blessing. 

Gallavotti has tentatively suggested 
that we might publish the book in his series, which we tend 
to think a good idea. 

Re numbering. I'll show you our 
present ideas when I get to Madison. This will be, according 
to our present plans, on Sept 22.tinxnmrn:t.~ 22nd or 
tr1ereabouts for a fortnight. ,le vmnt to get to Los Angeles 
by approx. 16th November - how long roughly does it take to 
drive there via T E GRAJ\il) C)L:'f'TO\~ in moderate comfort + pauses 
for "observation" in terms of my grant & to preserve the 
sanity of ourselves and children. Ten to twelve days enough? 

Snow-boots, rain-coats, & bikinis 
we shall bring. Also :irnRELLA and SUNSHADE. Can you sug•c(est 
a child-worthy hotel/motel suitable for a non-dollar income? 
I assume you will be around if not on the 22nd soon after. 
Also the Chadwicks. vmo is replacing narshall Clagett as 
your ancient scientist? 

Best wishes, 
-

;'11~ 
Vill you be at Philadelphia? ~· 
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